
CHOOSING AND CONSTRUCTING
FIELD SHELTERS FOR YOUR YARD

When deciding where to place your field shelter , you should consider which way the

windblows . It will be there to provide shelter after all , so you need to ensure the shelter has

it ’s back to the prevailing wind so your horses are protected from the elements .  If possible ,

you should also place the shelter on the highest point . Never place a shelter at the bottom of

a hill or in a dip as this can result in standing water , water damage to the shelter and the

potential for the shelter floor to be muddy during times of heavy rainfall . You should also

consider keeping the shelters away from overhanging trees- the limbs can damage the roof

and disturb the horses in stormy weather .  You should also ensure that you do not place your

shelter right against the boundary if there is a soft boundary in place such as hedges , and to 

With the changing seasons, yard owners also increasingly looking to improve their

facilities and to ensure the equines in their care can remain comfortable, whilst being

able to protect themselves from hot or inclement weather. Many yard owners are

turning to field shelters, either those smaller shelters for individual or small herd

turnout, or larger barn style shelters for bigger herds. 

 

You would think that picking a field shelter would be an easy task , but with so many options

on the internet , it is easy to get in a muddle . A field shelter should be in place to ensure

horses are comfortable in their paddock year-round , whatever the weather , enabling them to

shelter from wind and rain , and to find a shady spot in the summer sun . If you are in the

market for a new field shelter , we suggest considering the following advice from Matthew

Pike of Jon Williams Stables to ensure your horses have a safe and comfortable field shelter

that you ’ll find easy to maintain and enjoy . 

SELECTING YOUR FIELD SHELTER
LOCATION
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ensure it will not cause encroachment of space needed in gateways or in the corner of fields .

You need to ensure that there is enough space between the boundary and the shelter to

prevent a horse getting trapped , and you should also be able to access the boundary for

maintenance- such as fence repair or cutting back of hedges or trees , should this be

necessary .

The size of field shelter you will need depends on how many horses you have and if you plan

to keep any supplies in the shelter . As each yard owners ’ needs are different , it is

recommended to create a bespoke shelter to fit your exact needs . Jon William Stables

suggests a general guideline for sizes of field shelters :

WHAT SIZE FIELD SHELTER?

One medium horse – 3.6m x 3.6m (12’ x 12’)

 Two medium horses – 7.2m x 3.6m (24’ x 12’)

 Three medium horses – 10.9m x 3.6m (36’ x 12’)

 One large horse – 5.4m x 3.6m (18’ x 12’)

 Two large horses – 7.2m x 3.6m (24’ x 12’)

 Three large horses – 10.9m x 3.6m (36’ x 12’)

MOBILE FIELD SHELTER OR
STATIC?

If you want a dual-purpose field shelter , you could also 

consider adding on extras such as a locked area for feed 

or equipment , or separate sections for storage . This can

save a yard owner time from having everything they need

to hand in the shelter , rather than having to carry

headcollars , feed or haynets to the field in a wheelbarrow!

Stationary shelters will usually require planning permission . This can often be a costly and

lengthy process with no guarantee that permission will be granted . Because of this , mobile

shelters are becoming more popular because they do not need planning permission , and

they have the flexibility of being moved around the paddocks , or even from paddock to

paddock or elsewhere on the yard , as required .
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The ability to move a shelter can also be advantageous should you choose to alter the layout

of your paddocks , and can even allow you to move the shelters according to the seasons to

provide the best possible shelter for the horses .  

 

However , it should be considered that mobile shelters should be just that and many local

authorities may consider a field shelter permanent if not moved regularly , or if situated on a

permanent base such as a concrete pad . It is well advised to check with your local authority

as to their planning requirements before opting for either a mobile or static field shelter to

ensure you do not risk breaching planning laws .

Many field shelter designs can also lend themselves to double up as a mobile stable should

this be required . The simple addition of a front gate and/ or partitions can allow for a field

shelter to easily be turned into an enclosed stable . This is especially useful for horses who live

out but may require stabling in the event of severe weather , injury or isolation . However , do

bear in mind that the change of a field shelter to a stable on a long-term basis may change

the planning status of the building .

DOUBLE UP
AS A STABLE

You can have the necessary fixtures- such as hinges- placed

on the field shelter during construction , with the stable

elements easily stored and then fitted as required . You

should ensure that any elements used to turn shelters into

stables should be safe and suitable for containment such as

high-quality galvanised-steel boarded gates or slide rails .

In such situations where a shelter may be used as a stable ,

it would be worth considering the ability to separate a

larger field shelter using partitions which can allow for

stabling of more than one horse , as well as the potential to

add on a secure storage area for tack , feed or equipment .

This can be particularly advantageous for owners who have

their horses living out 24/7 on livery to offer them their own

or shared shelter with attached storage , reducing the need

for their storage on the yard or their need to access

communal areas .
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Although there are many ‘basic ’ field shelters on offer , if you are investing in a piece of

equipment for your yard , you should make sure it meets your requirements and is a sound

investment . Lower prices shelters can often be reflected by lesser quality materials or build

quality . You should look for good quality , treated wood , with a solid construction . You should

request the specification of any shelters you are considering and compare like for like with

other brands . Ensuring good build quality and longevity of materials is just the first step .

Being outside 24/7 a shelter is susceptible to all types of weathers from torrential rain to

extreme summer heat so you need to ensure your shelter can withstand all of this and is built

to last .

When looking into the specifications of your shelter and who you want to buy from , you

should consider a few things to know you are getting great value . What is the construction

process? Who will be building the shelter? What type of roofing will be used? What fixings are

used? Is a canopy provided , will there be kickboards? Is the wood treated to prevent against

rot or decay? To give you a quick overview of what you should expect for a high-quality shelter

that will last , take a look here : www .jonwilliamstables .co .uk

Whilst a field shelter may not be as big of an investment as a barn or stables , it is still an

investment that should stay in good shape for many years to come . Some additional

features that you could consider to promote the longevity of your shelter , or to improve

their usability are :

Anti-bite strips – These are galvanised steel strips to protect the openings and four external

corners of your building , also creating additional strength .

Ground Anchors (for mobile shelters) - Heavy-duty anchors to secure your building in

exposed areas . 

 

BUILD TO LAST
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Rubber Floor Matting - Rubber matting gives great insulation of the floor and protection to

your horse .

Rubber Ring Mats – these are ideal for muddy shelter entrances or gateways .

Guttering- Will prevent horses and people getting wet when entering or existing the

shelter . Can also be used as part of a rainwater collection system .

Lined Roof- A lined roof can provide cool in summer months , and insulation in winter

months

Sledge and Tow Bars- Galvanised steel is much more secure than straps or chains for

relocating shelters .

Translucent Roof Sheets- A cost-effective method of adding additional light . Ideal if also

using as a stable .

Rear Windows- Adding top stable doors or louvre sections to the back of your building is

a superb way to increase airflow .
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These are the just some features suggested by Jon William Stables for mobile and static field

shelters , which are just some of the products they offer . However , the bespoke features are

endless! It is worth looking at previous constructions for inspiration and ideas . What once

started as an idea for a basic field shelter could become something much more useful to you

in the long term by way of simplifying the management of horses in your care .

 

To view the range from Jon William Stables, which includes field shelters, mobile field

shelters, stables, American barns and much more, simply visit their website at

www.jonwilliamstables.co.uk  or send an email to sales@j-w-s.co.uk.

 

 

 


